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 New study finds no health concerns in e-cig
 vapor

(Health Review) -If you haven't already heard,
 Electronic cigarettes have grabbed the attention of
 countless tobacco users worldwide. Everyone from
 movie stars to your neighbors are using them. But
 are they really a healthier and cheaper alternative
 to traditional cigarettes? 

 Can they really help you quit smoking? Creators
 and product users now say you can enjoy a

 cheaper, healthier cigarette without the bad smells, second-hand smoke, or cancer
 causing chemicals. With these huge claims, we decided to uncover the electronic
 cigarette for our readers.

 A few of the benefits claimed from using the electronic cigarette:

No tar, tobacco, carbon monoxide, or ash.
Get the same amount of nicotine as a regular cigarette.
Each cartridge costs less than $2 and is equivalent to an entire pack of cigarettes.
The typical consumer can expect to save over $1,000 each year.
You won't "smell" like a smoker any longer.
Different flavors are available.
No more second-hand smoke.

 

 We decided to see what expert medical doctors and product users had to say about
 electronic cigarettes, and the results were surprising. In fact, Joel Niztkin, Chair of the
 Tobacco Control Task Force for the American Association of Public Health
 Physicians concluded that "...if we get all tobacco smokers to switch from regular
 cigarettes to electronic cigarettes, we would eventually reduce the US death toll from
 more than 400,000 a year to less than 4,000, maybe as low as 400."

 "Celebrities have turned away from deadly cigarettes and are picking up electronic
 cigarettes as a healthy alternative. Kathryn Heigl (above) smoking her e-cigarette on the
 David Letterman show."

 

 "I have tried other brands of the electronic
 cigarettes and none them come close to
 the Regal Cigs "satisfaction action" of
 inhaling a tobacco cigarette. The Regal
 Cigs last longer than the other brands too,
 and you can choose the strength and
 flavor you want too. So forget the rest and
 get the best, Regal Cigs." V.G.

Regal e-Cig: RISK FREE
 STARTER KIT

PAY ONLY FOR SHIPPING! Just $4.95
 For A Limited Time

 We have received loads of testimonials of
 people whom previously long time
 smokers have made the switch to healthy
 vapor. And with recent studies shedding
 the light on the safety of these devices, we
 feel its only a matter of time before the
 traditional cigarette is put out for good.

 Trials of these products are limited.
 Expires on Friday, May 01, 2015

 What Others Are Saying

 I have smoked a pack a day for 10 years
 and I am the last person you would think
 would make the switch to electronic
 cigarettes. But after reading your article
 and trying the Regal ecig, i have to say i
 was hooked. My wife loves how much
 money i save and i love that i get to keep
 smoking without the damage to my body.
 win win

 ~ Mark Los Angeles

 Katherine Heigl uses
 and eCig with David
 Letterman

 (Click on Video to Play)

 Cigarettes are toxic to your heath and
 new studies show that switching to an e-
cig may be the healthy answer you have
 been looking for after all. Critiques are
 claiming health concerns but studies
 show otherwise.

 Fox News Special Notice -
 FDA Cannot find a reason
 to Ban E-Cigs

 (Click on Video to Play)

 John Cameron, James Cameron's brother
 defends electronic cigarettes in this video
 from Fox News! FDA cannot find good
 reason to ban electronic cigarettes.

 ADVERTISEMENT
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 It has even been suggested that while utilizing the electronic cigarette, there is virtually
 no risk of getting cancer. These conclusions come from studies which show that
 nicotine is anato micals.

Four very well known doctors, from
 the popular TV show "The
 Doctors", have also studied the
 electronic cigarette and was
 featured as one of their top 10 key
 health trends.

"If you're one of the millions of
 people out there, you're addicted to
 smoking, there may finally be some
 hope for you... the electronic
 cigarette. 
 It gives you nicotine but it doesn't

 give you any of the other 4000 chemicals that can cause cancer among other
 problems." - Dr. Travis Stork from "The Doctors" Saphire is not endorsed specifically
 by the doctors, but is a by far superior product.

 We also learned that the electronic cigarette is not encompassed by most smoking bans
 and regulations. With the lack of second-hand smoke, smokers are excited to find that
 many businesses, bars, and even air planes allow them to smoke e-cigarettes indoors.
 Many electronic cigarette users have also received special permission from their
 employers to smoke e-cigarettes in the work place.

 In the United States alone, over 700,000 smokers have already switched to electronic
 cigarettes. The Doctors also interviewed Beverly, one of the many whose life has
 dramatically changed thanks to the electronic cigarette. She said that she smoked for
 over 15 years, and she thought that she would never quit. To her surprise though, when
 she tried electronic cigarettes she was able to quit smoking regular cigarettes two days
 later. "I was suspicious at first but I have to say I am now convinced. The real harm in
 traditional cigarettes comes from the tobacco smoke and the hundreds of additional
 additives. Regal e cigs are a great alternative, it still gives you the action of smoking. I
 would as a smoker, recommend it to smokers that are trying to give up (smoking)."" -
 Beverly

 We have received a number of positive testimonials such as this one and we feel that
 as more and more Americans are made aware of this new technology, that more and
 more smokers will make the switch. Our interviews and research have found that the
 electronic cigarette will quickly become the #1 choice for smokers looking to lead a
 healthier lifestyle. With the high cost of smoking traditional cigarettes, and with the
 danger cigarettes bring to your health, we give our recommendation and "thumbs up" to
 anyone looking to give these devices a try.

 While conducting this research, we found that Regal E-Cig's™ is offering a limited time
 Electronic Cigarette Risk Free Trial kit, along with 14 nicotine cartridges (a month's
 supply). While supplies last, you only pay $4.95 for shipping and handling costs by
 using our link to see if this new breakthrough will help improve your life.

 We thank Regal E-Cig's™ for providing the chance to "try it before you buy it" and a
 chance for thousands of smokers to make the switch. We encourage readers who
 currently smoke to give E-Cigarettes a try for their health and for the health of their
 friends and family. Make sure to order before November 22, 2013 tomorrow, to be
 guaranteed your Risk-Free Trial Kit. Click Here for all the details.

"After purchasing and analyzing the Regal E-Cig for ourselves we
 learned quickly that not only is it a great tasting quality product but it
 also meets our quality and safe ingredient checklist."
 Amy Reese
 - Heath Review Editor

 I have tried 100 ways to quit smoking. I
 hated smoking but couldn't break the habit
 no matter what I tried. I hated the taste,
 the smell in my clothes, the smell on my
 fingers...I am finally off smelly cigarettes
 and enjoying vapor! Truly a life saver!

 ~ Kristy New Jersey
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Get Your Risk Free Regal E-Cig's
 Trial Kit

Ã 1 Regal E-Cig's E-Cigarette battery
Ã 4 E-Liquid Nicotine
Ã 1 Mouth Piece
Ã 3 Easy Fill Cartomizer Chamber
Ã 1 Long Life Rechargeable Battery
Ã 1 USB Easy Charge Cable
    Price: $49.95 $0.00

You Just Pay $4.95 To Cover
 Shipping Costs.

 Posted by Annmarie
I tried your cigarette, and after trying others, I was impressed with yours.
 It had more of a "real cigarette" feel to it. I was actually thinking of
 ordering the minty menthol, and was telling all of my co-workers, friends
 and family how pleased I was with your cigarette!!!

 Posted by Liz
I quit smoking real cigarettes and I started Regal experience and I
 honestly have to say I'm amazed by how real this product is, and I'm

UPDATE: as of Friday, May 01, 2015 has informed us that there are a limited number of r                    

 

LIMITED TIME OFFER FOR OUR READERS!

 Supplies are limited. Offers Expire On Friday, May 01, 2015

 Would you like to share a consumer tip for next week? If so, please send us an email.
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 not hurting myself nor am I hurting anyone else around me. My children
 are so proud of me. Please try this product I never thought in a million
 years that I would be able to stop smoking even with family and good
 friends that I have lost to lung cancer. I wish this product was around
 then they would still be here today. I have to say thank you Regal cigs.

 Posted by Sharon
I will definitely order from Regal...I tried a couple others and they were
 not the quality of Regal.

 Posted by John
I have tried other brands and I can tell you that the taste of Regal's mint
 is very satisfying and way above the others I have tried. I will be
 ordering other flavors to try and will be a customer for a long time. Let
 me assure you that Regal will be getting much more sales from me in
 the future.

 Posted by Tom
I received your product Friday and was impressed by the packaging,
 and appearance. I have used it daily to date and have not "smoked"
 any cigarettes after a 2 1/2 pack a day habit.

 Posted by PAT
I've tried several different e-cigs and yours is the best by far!! i have
 several friends at work who are interested in starting to use an e-cig. i
 have told them to try your's because they are the best around.

 Posted by Mike
Regal offers the best tobacco flavor and battery design, which is by far
 better than what blu offers. I do own that system as well, but will be
 looking to sell it now.

END OF SPECIAL Review
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Disclaimer
 TERMS AND CONDITIONS CAREFULLY READ AND AGREE TO PURCHASE TERMS BELOW BEFORE ORDERING:

 We are not affiliated in any way with CNN, WebTV, News Channel 7, Twitter, ABC, NBC, CBS, U.S. News or FOX. CNN, WebTV, News Channel 7, ABC, NBC, CBS, U.S. News, FOX, and Consumer Reviews are all registered trademarks of their
 respective owners. © All trademarks on this web site whether registered or not, are the property of their respective owners. The authors of this web site are not sponsored by or affiliated with any of the third-party trade mark or third-party

 registered trade mark owners, and make no representations about them, their owners, their products or services.
 *THIS PAGE RECEIVES COMPENSATION FOR CLICKS ON OR PURCHASE OF PRODUCTS FEATURED ON THIS SITE.

 It is important to note that this site and the stories depicted above is to be used as an illustrative example of what some individuals have achieved with this/these products. This website, and any page on the website, is based loosely off a true
 story, but has been modified in multiple ways including, but not limited to: the story, the photos, and the comments. Thus, this blog, and any page on this website, are not to be taken literally or as a non-fiction story. This blog, and the results

 mentioned on this blog, although achievable for some, are not to be construed as the results that you may achieve on the same routine. I UNDERSTAND THIS WEBSITE IS ONLY ILLUSTRATIVE OF WHAT MIGHT BE ACHIEVABLE FROM
 USING THIS/THESE PRODUCTS, AND THAT THE STORY DEPICTED ABOVE IS NOT TO BE TAKEN LITERALLY. This page receives compensation for clicks on or purchase of products featured on this site.

 *Additional T&C Click here
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